Wallhub | KASTONE® Air Brick Veneers
KASTONE® Air is one of the best of its kind, rating as one of the lightest artificial brick
veneers ever produced. It is thin, lightweight, flexible and durable. Each brick is crafted
different from one another using high-technology & eco-friendly methods.

SINGAPORE GREEN LABEL
What is the Singapore Green Label?
The Singapore Green Labelling Scheme (SGLS) is
administered by Singapore Environmental Council (SEC) that
certifies products from both industrial and consumer to be
highly and environmentally and health friendly.

Our collection of KASTONE® Air Bricks has been awarded the Singapore Green Label,
certifying our products to assure undesirable effects on the environment.

How to D.I.Y with KASTONE® Air BRICKS

Before we get hands-on,
let’s lay out the right tools needed to get the job done.

[Part I]
Tools required
A) Placement of Bricks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gloves
Bricks
Maxbond Glue
Scissors
Spirit Level
Wall Scrub/Cloth
Spacers

B) Grouting Application
Should you choose to apply grouting (optional):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Grouting Material
Pail
Spatula tool
Piping Bag

[Part II]
Application of KASTONE® Air bricks onto the walls
Step 1:
Clean the wall surface with Scrub/Cloth to ensure it is free from dirt and dust.
Step 2:
Choose a layout (e.g. Herringbone or Classic Alignment)

Step 3:
Apply a generous strip of Maxbond Glue to the back (smoother end of the
brick) of the KASTONE® Air brick.
Start to stick and press them firmly onto the wall.
Note: To ensure even distribution and alignment, use the PVC spacers
(optional) in-between the bricks. The spacers can be purchased at any
hardware store near you.

Step 4:
Start to prepare your Grouting.
Note: Grouting should only be prepared after all bricks have been applied
onto the wall.
How to apply grouting:
Step A - Prepare 500ml to 750ml of water
Step B - Pour 3.5kg of Grouting Material with water into Pail
Step C- Mix Grouting material and water using Spatula tool or by hand
Step D - Fill the piping bag with the mixed grouting
Once your bricks have dried onto the walls, it’s time to apply your grouting.

Step 5:
Pour the grouting solution into your piping bag and make sure to get a good
grip on it! Apply an even amount of pressure for a smooth and neat
application of the grouting.

There are 4 Grouting Methods to choose from:
1. Standard Grouting
2. Full Grouting
3. Over Grouting
4. Weep Grouting

You might want to start slow and build your momentum up! If the grouting gets
onto the surface of your bricks, you can always wipe it off with a cloth.

Step 6 (Final):
All you have left to do is to clean up!
KASTONE® Air Bricks do not hold any invasive chemicals or adhesives so
the clean up should be fast and easy just like this D.I.Y project.

We wish you all the best in creating a wall that’s unique to you,
and you have played a part in assembling.
_____

For any assistance, contact us at:
www.wallhub.com.sg
sales@wallhub.com.sg
+65 91830634 | 94897623
Locations:
(1) East Showroom - #01-38, Oxley Bizhub 2, 62 Ubi Rd 1, S408734
Opens Daily, 11am to 7pm
Office Tel: +65 64937217
(2) North Showroom - #01-10, Nordcom II, 2 Gambas Cres, S757044
Opens Mon to Sat, 11am to 7pm
Office Tel: +65 69097244

